
 
 

 
 

Chronotech: Shock Your Time! 
 

 
Chronotech, the key brand in the Global Watch Industries Group, presents its new advertising campaign 

developed by Armando Testa. 

 

A love of beauty, a desire to amaze and an exceptional testimonial are the ingredients of this new campaign, 

which features a group of young people animated by the desire to launch strong, positive, colourful and, 

above all, surprising signals into the grey reality that surrounds them.  As strong, colourful and surprising as 

the style of the watches they are wearing: the new Chronotech watches.  

 

We are in London, underneath Big Ben, the focus of attention of the young artists who want to bring the 

famous clock "up-to-date", in true Chronotech style. 

 

The transformation is a real “shock”: the most famous testimonial of time, the very symbol of British culture is 

“turned upside down” by the young artists in an ironic and memorable fashion, making it glamorous, dynamic 

and effective, just like the Chronotech watches which mark their time. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

London is just the first in a series of new initiatives outside the national borders, all targeted at interpreting 

sites and skylines of major cities in a pop art key. This is all done under the brand’s legendary claim: Shock 
Your Time! 
 

The campaign envisages press adverts and three TV adverts created by Armando Testa, who won the 

creative competition in June. 

 

Filmed in London and Prague, the adverts bear the signature of the art director Barbara Ghiotti and the copy 

director Michele Pieri, under the executive creative direction of Michele Mariani. They were directed by 

Adriano Falconi and produced by Little Bull. The "Toop Toop" soundtrack is by Cassius. 

 

The advertising campaign will feature on TV, in the press, outdoors and on the web. 
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